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Introduction 

There is a lot of hype nowadays about artificial intelligence and machine learning in the 

investment management space. Machines are going to replace humans. That’s the shot 

heard all around the world, across all industries. Money managers, like many other 

professionals, are vulnerable. But ask any manager what AI is and what it can do, 

chances are one will get some outdated notion of how computers can crunch data much 

faster that humans can. Most investors and intermediaries are also ill-equipped to assess 

the merits of quantitative programs. 

Finance, in a way, is the perfect field for machines to compete. There are massive 

amounts of structured data that lend themselves to mathematical modeling. But modern 

machines resemble general intelligence and can do a lot more than running models. With 

probability as its backbone and big data its life blood, they spit out endless matrix 

combinations and pick the most likely outcomes. The simplest and earliest search engine 

was able to distinguish the probabilistic intent behind searches for “red roses” and “cheap 

roses”, correctly returned advertisements for the latter but not the former. The same 

principle applies to how Netflix and Amazon can recommend titles you might like, 

Facebook can recognize you in a sea of pictures, robots can beat expert human poker 

players (who bluff!) and teach themselves how to walk, and self-driving cars can navigate 

in unknown environments without running into obstacles.  

 

 

Figure 1. Machine Teaches Itself to Walk Video (credit: Business Insider) 

http://uk.businessinsider.com/google-deepmind-ai-artificial-intelligence-taught-itself-walk-2017-7?r=US&IR=T
http://uk.businessinsider.com/google-deepmind-ai-artificial-intelligence-taught-itself-walk-2017-7?r=US&IR=T
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Supervised vs Unsupervised Learning 

The advantage of modern AI lies in the ability to process vastly expanded amount of data 

(especially unstructured data) and to improve performance by learning by examples and 

with new data. A recent Harvard Business Review article explaining the fascinating state-

of-the-art of AI is well worth a read. Since probability is the foundation of algorithms, the 

larger the dataset (sample size) the more accurate the outcome – hence the term “big 

data”. 

Trading algorithms that run on AI tend to focus on variations of “if x happens, and y are 

at level z, there is a% chance that b is going to go down by c% in d% of the time.” There 

are, however, nuances that need to be understood. The two main categories of machine 

learning are supervised and unsupervised. When the algorithm is given a set of training 

data and taught to return the correct output based on certain parameters and regression 

techniques, it is “supervised”. This form of machine learning is subject to significant 

human biases as humans still need to determine how the machine learns. And this is 

where most of the new progress is being made in trading, forecasting future market 

movements based on historical data. Its usefulness, though vast, is exaggerated. 

Oftentimes there are not enough reliable examples to train the algorithm. In the current 

environment where interest rates are near zero and inflation stagnant, populism 

threatening political stability, combined with a decade of excess liquidity following a major 

economic bust, it is hard to find a historical parallel on which models can be based. Ray 

Dalio of Bridgewater famously models multiple countries spanning multiple centuries to 

build an understanding of market drivers. Where sufficient data is available, these 

algorithms also tend to suffer from overfitting and produce backward-looking results. 

 

“Modern AI systems analyze images, transcribe texts, and 

translate languages using a system called neural networks, 

inspired by the brain's neocortex. Over the past year, 

virtually the entire AI community has begun shifting to a new 
approach to solve tough-to-crack problems: adding a memory 

component to the neuron jumble.” 

  Bloomberg Technology, 2015 

https://hbr.org/cover-story/2017/07/the-business-of-artificial-intelligence
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Unsupervised learning holds much promise in eliminating common human biases due to 

minimal human directions. Techniques such as Clustering is good at spotting hidden 

patterns that are too subtle for humans to detect. Deep learning neural network, which 

imitates human cognition, is good at path-dependent situations - a more accurate 

representation of real world conditions. Recent development to incorporate a memory 

component to neural network so machines can learn to “understand” data and 

phenomena rather than just crunching data and detecting patterns is promising. It imitates 

human’s short term memory function so the right context can be recalled and layered, 

improving its adaptability by teaching itself from new data as well as past experience.  

 

A recent development named Reinforcement Learning, 

which teaches itself to play video games by simply 

observing human players, is goal oriented and whose 

algorithm is improved by human “rewards”, can have 

significant trading application. 

 

 

Figure 2 Simple Neural Network Schematic 
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Another recent development named Reinforcement Learning, which teaches itself to play 

video games by simply observing human players, is goal oriented and whose algorithm 

is improved by human “rewards”, can have significant trading application. 

 

Limitations of Machines 

Since AI’s strength lies in learning by example, it is not good at creative tasks. While 

machines are capable of digesting vast amount of raw data and finding hidden 

relationships, they are still a long way from comprehending market factors, reading 

sentiment, or recognizing emerging/changing trends (just because Google can translate 

languages doesn’t mean it 

understands languages). As 

long as humans are still making 

the final decisions, machines 

can only pluck the low- and 

medium-hanging fruits. There 

is going to be an arms race in 

trading algorithm that will 

squeeze the mediocre and 

spare the elite traders and 

(surprise) the unskilled, similar 

to every other industry that is 

going to be disrupted by 

machines. The middle segment gets decimated while the high end and the low end 

survive. Indeed, there are parallels in past decades where trading software replaced chart 

readers; online trading replaced human brokers; and High-Frequency Trading replaced 

pit traders.  

The everyday mundane investment directions within the normal distribution can be 

comfortably delegated to machines in the near future, but special situations and one-off 

events especially those that require behavior modeling will require human expertise. 

Economic and financial models rely on rational “econs” behaving rationally. Machines are 

a step-up in analyzing empirical data and uncovering correlations. But without human 

intervention, it risks nonsensical correlations like the classic mini-skirt and bull market 

correlation.  

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/skirtlengththeory.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/skirtlengththeory.asp
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“We humans are excellent unsupervised learners: We pick up 

most of our knowledge of the world (such as how to recognize a 

tree) with little or no labeled data. But it is exceedingly difficult 

to develop a successful machine learning system that works this 

way.” 

Harvard Business Review, July 2017 

 

One way to view the modern machine is that it resembles a superhuman toddler who 

learns by example (to walk, to speak, to climb) albeit with unlimited capacity and at vastly 

higher speed. The shortfall is that the machine, just like a toddler, doesn’t actually grasp 

the meaning or the richness of the context, lacks imagination, and struggles to transfer 

skills from one domain to another. The last point is not trivial – many people mistake 

machine’s competence in one area with that in another because that is how human 

intelligence works. 

 

Evolve Against (or With) The Machine 

Apart from harnessing the power of AI in trading, there are several ways humans 

(especially macro managers) can take advantage of AI’s weaknesses. We have to 

understand what machine algorithms are good 

at and avoid competing in the same domains 

head-to-head. Scenario planning and a risk 

management plan that reduces the fragility of 

the program is a start. Having a flexible 

program that constantly refines and corrects 

itself as new data points are added without 

rigid pre-defined rules and systemic biases is 

critical. Although a good unsupervised 

algorithm does this with much higher speed 

and larger range, a competent human should 

do a better job of applying the right context, especially in multiple-domain situations (e.g. 

when politics affects interest rate decisions). Uncovering new potential trading themes 
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and designing adaptive strategies that combine the strength of AI and human perception 

is likely to be the most effective way to leverage machines. 

 

“… machine learning systems hardly ever replace the entire job, 

process, or business model. Most often they complement 

human activities, which can make their work ever more 

valuable.” 

Harvard Business Review, July 2017 

 

Human traders can opt to trade more obscure products where data is scarce, or better 

yet, study the hidden biases and triggers embedded in common algorithms to anticipate 

and exploit momentum/trends produced by them. While it is true that short term micro-

movements can be modeled fairly effectively, it also exacerbates existing trends and 

market biases. When market participants utilize similar techniques, it can create self-

reinforcing cycles, whipsaws, and a different sort of inefficiency open to exploitation by 

competent humans guided by risk-reward ratio. 

Risk management is another area where human discretion can set the program apart. A 

trading program designed to contain positive convexity (non-linear positive skew) 

scenario planning, and heuristics-based decision making tend to be “antifragile” (coined 

by Taleb Nicholas Nassim, author of The Black Swan) and should outcompete purely 

quantitative models over the long run. 

 

Most of the human masters will have significant 

difficulty understanding the reasons behind the 

decisions and will simply become “technicians”. 

 

A commonly cited risk for vast deployment of AI-powered trading algorithms is their 

opacity. Most of their human masters will have significant difficulty understanding the 

reasons behind the decisions and will simply become “technicians”. This is akin to utilizing 

a blackbox software to make trading decisions without proper understanding of the 

limitations of the signals. Unfortunately, as modern society gets more complicated, its 
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fragility grows. This phenomenon is widespread in financial and non-financial sectors. 

Over-reliance on MRI by doctors, autopilot by pilots, GPS by land surveyors, simulation 

by engineers, models by economists, are all obvious symptoms. When bad trading 

outcomes occur, it can paralyze the entire system as correcting the problem can be 

devilishly complex. 

 

Conclusion 

There is no doubt AI is going to be play a big role in investment management. Managers 

who adapt by learning and using AI will thrive. But as many players found out in recent 

years, good programs are not plug-and-play; it takes a lot of effort to get it right. And “right” 

means the agility to adapt to market 

conditions and self-improve with minimal 

human intervention. The sophistication 

and robustness of algorithm will 

determine the winners and losers, and 

the outcome is likely to be highly uneven, 

with a select few firms dominating. There 

is, however, plenty of room for good 

macro managers to navigate.  

Investors, on the other hand, can do themselves a favor by getting educated about the 

strengths and weaknesses of different types of AI when evaluating programs. Too often 

technical terms degenerate into marketing buzzwords and become meaningless. The 

quality difference between well designed and not-so-well-designed AI programs is night 

and day. Therefore, it is important to ask intelligent questions. 

 

A Word on Kronos Management’s Methodology  

We believe the world is interconnected in ways that are beyond the comprehension of 

human participants or machines. Markets are a dynamic system where outputs become 

inputs and causation and correlations are never the same all the time. Big data 

methodologies can be a good fit for learning these ever-changing relationships but we 

do not (yet) employ AI. 
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Simplicity is the antidote to complexity. A good trade setup typically consists of three 

elements: a good fundamental story, decent trend, and prevailing bias. We start with the 

macro environment and use a concept similar to George Soros’s Reflexivity to 

determine the opportunity sets in the basket of commodities we trade. We use several 

simple but robust variables to build scenarios and assess the risk/reward of each 

scenario before deciding on position sizing. For example, in March 2017 when gold was 

at a crossroad after hopes of fiscal stimulus fizzled and the prospects of Federal 

Reserve rate hike still high amidst policy chaos of the Trump administration, we 

constructed the following scenario matrix as a guide. 

 

The matrix showed promising upside potential for gold with little downside risk and it did 

follow through subsequently. This analysis is largely heuristics-based with some 

variations of Kelly Criterion to calculate position sizing. It is not meant to be 

sophisticated or perfect but it is effective in reducing bad trades, which is, in our opinion, 

the majority of the work. 

Can our methodology fit into an AI algorithm? We think so. But we are not moving in 

that direction due to the following reasons: 

1. The state-of-the-art of AI does not appear to anticipate the future better than 

humans. Building a scenario-based trading plan which reduces our fragility is 

also more important than forecasting the future. 

2. The resources required to build and maintain a competent AI program are 

currently out of reach for most managers. 

3. Our trading results are likely to experience incremental improvements with good 

AI but we will already be in diminishing return right from the get-go. 

However, we are keeping a close eye on the development of machine learning in case 

we are proven wrong, which happens all the time. 

 

 

Precious Metals Complex Policies Disappoint Policies Satisfactory

USD Strong (safe haven heightening) UP political shocks, conflicts…

USD Weak (weaker growth) UP market selloff, Fed hike slows

USD Strong (stronger growth) Flat/UP inflation expectations pick up, Fed hike quickens

USD Weak (safe haven easing) Flat/UP political stability, other currencies rebound, inflation up
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DISCLAIMER: 

Opinions expressed in this document are for general informational purposes only and are not to be 

construed as an offer, recommendation, solicitation, or investment advice. Kronos Management makes no 

representation or warranty relating to any information herein, which is derived from independent 

sources. Trading commodities bears substantial risk of loss, and is not suitable for all investors. Please 

consider your financial condition prior to investing with Kronos. For further details regarding the risk of 

trading with Kronos, refer to the Disclosure Document. 

 


